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July 2010
For a muggy day in July, we had a good turnout of shooters and a great time! We had guests from out of
state. And a couple of first-time shooters, Nobody and Lizzie. It was a treat for us that Arkansas Drifter
had written the stages. We had been out of state for 3 weeks –his stages were fine and it made getting
ready for our regular shoot much easier!
Shook the Stars shot with a new alias “Cat Dancin”. Moon Dance Kid has his very first ever clean match!
Red was happy to award his clean-match red “jewel”.
Arnetta and Tombstone Shadow had the best kind of lunch for a summer day; cold cuts with a variety of
breads and plenty of “fixins”. We appreciate people bringing desserts.
Arkansas Lead Slingers are having a one-day shoot on August the 21st. They will be having an RO1 and
RO2 course on the 20th if there is enough interest. Go to their website for information. They are located
in the Bentonville, AR area. There have been some questions about all the “Final Results” columns on
our scores. The column titles are long so Red has to use abbreviations. The explanations are as follows:
The first column is the shooters alias, the second column is the shooters category. Shooters are sorted
by category. The third column , (which is the first column under “Final Results”) is the OTF or Overall
Time Finish- this is how you finished compared to all shooters in the match using total time as the
standard. The next column is the FT or Final Time column which is the total time it took to shoot the
match including penalties and misses. The next is the ORF or Overall rank finish, we use overall time
here for score but sometimes it is fun to see how you finished using the rank point scoring system. Next
is the CT or Category Time finish this is how you finished in your category using Overall Time scoring, the
CRF or Category Rank Finish is once again just for information showing how you finished in your
category using the Rank Point scoring system. The FR column is the total number of rank points you
have for the match (low is better).
Confused yet? The next heading is the Stage Name: Column one is your raw time for that stage, column
two is the number of misses for that stage, column three is the number of procedurals for that stage
(safety penalties also show up in this column), column 4 is the final time for that stage after any misses
or penalties are added, and column five is your overall rank score for that stage. To get all the
information we want you to have on one page, sometimes it’s a little crowded. To save space, this time
you will notice that the names of shooters are in smaller type size.
From time to time we have shooters who shoot categories that are a little different than standard SASS
categories so we usually put them at the bottom with their times but not ranked with the other
shooters; this gives them a chance to see how they compared to other shooters.

A little about our trip—We attended the” Shootout on the Santa Fe Trail”, hosted by the Old West
Shootist Assn, and held at the NRA Whittington Center in Raton, New Mexico. Featuring mostly, 10 inch
targets, some circles, some squares, at longer ranges. One stage had 9 buffalo targets ranging from 85 to
125 yards! Red called it an endurance shoot because we shot 32 stages over 4 days; that comes out to
eight stages a day with no lunch break. Misses were 10 seconds so the scores were larger than we are
used to seeing. In fact, Red skipped three stages and still was second in her category. I was four in my
category and 11th overall. Since we were already that far from home we went on out to Southeastern
Utah for about 10 days with Piney Woods Jim (Red’s cousin) and Miss Em Pinewoods.
We rushed to get the scores out as we are on our way to McKinney, Texas to get one grandson for a
week’s visit.
Besides Moon Dance’s clean match , Arkansas Drifter shot a clean match, clean stage shooters ( no
misses or procedural are as follows: Rossie Pete, TK the Rectifier, 1; Deadeye Dick, Lawman, Boomer
Bob, I Reckon, You Bet, Ain’t Dunit, Ben There, Missouri Ruffian, High Card Kay, Sundown Duke,
Sidewinder, Missouri Plowboy, 2; Nobody, Wyoming Rattler, Lefty Ed, Sunny Girl, Buster, Short Tree, 3;
Wild Big Bill, Mustang Moore, Ozark Red, Ozark Outlaw, 4; Lead Bane, Strongbox Bill, Tombstone
Shadow, 5;
The last we heard, MVV had a very few openings for Shootn’ in the Shade –better get your entries in, if
you are interested.
Remember July has five Saturdays so we will be having our “Fun Fifth Saturday” shoot on July 31st.. We
hope you can make it! Bring plenty of ammo!!!! Until then just…………………………
KEEP ‘EM POINTED DOWNRANGE!

OZARK OUTLAW

Upcoming Events of Interest!
July 25, Sun.
Shoot “True Grit” shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00
July 31, Sat.
Shoot “Outlaw Camp” Fun Fifth Sat. shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00
Aug. 7, Sat.
Shoot “MVV” shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00
Aug. 8, Sun.
Shoot “MVV” shoot 9:00
Aug. 14, Sat.
Shoot “Outlaw Camp”
Aug. 21, Sat.
“Fracas at Frisco” hosted by Arkansas Lead Slingers
Aug. 22, Sun.
Shoot “True Grit”
Sep. 3-5
“Shootin’ in the Shade” hosted by MVV
Sep. 11, Sat.
Shoot “Outlaw Camp”

